2000 dodge 3500 headlights
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Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. We also offer Dodge RAM fog light upgrades, off-road
lighting, cab lights, interior LED bulbs, tail lights, cargo lights and much more! Dodge offers an
excellent variety of mid-sized and large trucks, SUVs, and off-road vehicles. Their Dodge Ram , ,
and series are one of the most popular off-road trucks while Dodge Durango is popular for its
stylish, sleek look. All Dodge vehicles offer plenty of options for lighting customization. Dodge
off-road trucks and UVs have been very popular and internationally recognized since the early
nineties. The Dodge Ram and Durango have been their most popular brands. Dodge Ram
underwent major upgrades and modifications during the early s and s. Similarly, Dodge
Durango also underwent a massive overhauled in and Both models offer a powerful engine,
smooth drive, and brilliant handling performance. However, their lighting systems leave
something to be desired. Many vehicle owners opt for a lighting system upgrade to improve the
headlights, fogs, and taillights on their Dodge Ram , , or for safer off-road driving. Similarly,
Dodge Durango can be updated with more advanced headlights and fogs to make it unique and
spectacular. Dodge vehicles generally come with factory fitted Halogen bulbs that lose their
brightness within a year. These bulbs are slightly more expensive but offer a far better output,
which will increase driving comfort and safety. We offer a full range of HID headlight bulbs that
will increase the output on your heavy Dodge Ram truck, especially when driving off-road. The
possible color varieties for HID bulbs include, Pure Yellow output that is ideal for turn signals
and fogs â€” K. A natural-looking white color that appears slightly. Great for sidelights â€” K. A
pure white output that does not give any hint of blue â€” K. An icy white glow that looks similar
to LED display â€” K. A bluish-white color that gives a cool icy glow â€” K. The preferred range
for HID bulbs is between k to K. If you prefer a different color combination for your vehicle, be
sure to check with our support team before placing an order so that we deliver as per your exact
requirements. LEDs are quite popular because they offer greater visibility when you are driving
at night. They are also more stylish and ideal for improving the appearance of your Dodge
Durango in urban areas. We offer a variety of powerful, stylish and great value LED replacement
bulbs for Dodge Durango that will save you time and money. You can also get an LED Headlight
kit to replace your factory headlights through our store. We also offer LED bulbs for your
interior lighting systems that come in vibrant color varieties. Online visitors to our store should
make full use of Dodge lighting product listings on our website. Our lighting options include tail
lights, headlights, fog lights, turn indicators, cargo area lights, and daytime running lights,
among others. All our lighting products come from top brands and powered by fiber optic
systems. The page for each bulb includes all the necessary information that you will need to
select the best bulb with the right size and power for your vehicle. Our replacement bulbs will
also come in handy when you are looking to change burned-out bulbs. We also offer full
accessories, connectors, ballasts, and kits that you might need for a retrofit job. The next time
you are looking to replace the headlights, parking lights, or turning signal bulbs on your Dodge,
go for something stunning with our selection! We offer complete guidance in lighting solutions
for all models of Dodge Ram and Dodge Durango. When you get in touch, our experienced
technicians will offer complete guidance for an easy replacement of light bulbs on your Dodge
vehicle. Whether you are looking to replace headlight bulbs, change a broken lightbulb, install
an HID or LED headlight conversion or replace factory-fitted light bulbs, our customer support
experts will save you hours trying to figure out which light bulb is best for your Dodge. Feel free
to browse through our extensive list of Dodge light bulbs. We stock OEM light upgrades for

Dodge, including replacement bulbs for headlights, turn signals, breaks, fogs, interiors, and
much more. We also offer complete accessories and necessary tools that will help you upgrade
the lights on your vehicle to something better. The new fifth-generation Ram truck, released by
FCA in late is available with 3 different headlight options, and 2 different tail light options. If
your truck came from the dealer with traditional style halogen headlight, fog light and tail light
housings, we have all the high-end LED and HID options you need to upgrade your styling and
brightness. For ALL versions of the new model Ram trucks we have other off-road and auxiliary
lighting. We've tested everything available today to bring you the best of the best and brightest
options! Also the new Durango was available with a halogen fog light and an LED projector fog
light option. No matter which trim level or model of Durango you got your hands on, we have all
the different products available for you! Got a tech question? Wholesale inquiry? Contact us
today! Javascript is disabled on your browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or
upgrade to a JavaScript-capable browser. Join the Revolution:. YEAR Filter: RAM RAM Baja
Designs. Diode Dynamics. KC Hi-Lites. Rigid Industries. Quick Add to Cart. Browse Our Dodge
Bulb Variety Online visitors to our store should make full use of Dodge lighting product listings
on our website. Complete Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually and
complete your repair with a single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY Solutions.
High-Quality Parts from Trusted Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best
automotive brands and include hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your
vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee
fit and function. For more information, go to This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty.
In the event this item should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will
replace the part free of charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Created on:
Watch this video for help with replacing the headlights in a Dodge Ram This item may be
interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This information is
provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical
to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your
vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your
Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when
ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing
you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product
standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Headlight
Assemblies. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make
Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Headlight Assemblies.
Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize
your delivery options in checkout. Brand : LHT Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime
Warranty This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. Shipping is not available to a P.
How to Replace Headlights Dodge Ram Created on: Watch this video for help with replacing the
headlights in a Dodge Ram Use your Phillips screwdriver to remove the screw securing the
parking light. Remove the parking light assembly and set aside. Use your rag to cover your
bumper cover and remove the 10 mm bolts securing the headlight. Use a rag and a flat blade
screwdriver to pry the pin securing the headlight out. Work the headlight out. Unplug the
harness. Line up the new headlight Plug in the harness Clip it into place. Push the pins securing
the gasket in. Use your 10 mm socket and ratchet to bolt the headlight in. Plug in the harness
Clip the parking light assembly into place. Screw in the Phillips screw. Watch video. Check
Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Dodge. Product Reviews. They're OK. The low beams are a little
"spotty", uneven in lighting. They are better than the old clouded lenses and have acceptable
performance but I'd like to see a more diffused and even light pattern. Great for the price. Direct
fit. No issues. Would recommend them to anyone. Perfect fit. Easy install. Very high quality with
easy install. No surprises. Fast shipping. Headlights work great no issues. Pretty good for price.
I installed these as an upgrade for my non sport model truck. I used a relay kit that runs both
bulbs for low beam and high beam. Low beam on these headlights are great. High beam is
pretty bad. That being said these are much better than the perde brand ones o bought and
returned. I would buy these again. Always Great. This is an awesome company Credible much!
They always coming in clutch especially at pressing times. Mahalo from Hawai'i. Happy
Holidays. Awesome lights! Absolutely awesome lights at a very competitive price! Very easy to
install! Only took me maybe 30 minutes including removal of old headlights. Very happy with
the quality! Exactly like the factory ones. Perfect fit and headlight bulbs that came in them are
pretty bright. I buy all my parts from 1A Auto and will continue! One happy customer. Great deal
on my new head lights, They look and fit great. These are nice parts. A serious refresh for the

faded lenses. A1 has decent parts and quick shipping. One of the better online purchase
experiences. I will shop here again. I see the light. It had been a long while since I could actually
see at night. My headlights were so so bad. The problem They are a creature of their own and
hard to find parts for. And when ya do be prepared to take it in the Long story short, I came
across them at 1aauto and mad at first because I had been buying stuff from them months
prior,lol. I ordered them ,bamm they showed up the next day. Intall was quick and easy with a
perfect fit. I've already recommended this company and will continue to do so. I purchased
these to do the 2nd gen Dodge sport conversion on my 98 Ram. A1 Auto had the best price that
I could find. They arrived quickly, and installed easily. I'm very happy that I did the conversion,
and would recommend the conversion to anyone who is on the fence about doing it. David W.
Russell S. Charles A. Yes they do have both high and low beam. The work fine and are
completely adjustable. Good Luck. John D. Yes, this headlight assembly will require two
separate bulbs for the high and low beam. Thank you. Jessica D. Michael S. Are they glass
lens? Dennis M. They are plastic front and back. Hector A. These lens will come as being a hard
plastic. Please let us know if you have any further questions. Emma F. Thank you for your
inquiry. This purchase would include a pair of headlight assemblies, one for the driver side and
one for the passenger side. Anthony C. Is there a way to adjust the beam? There are adjustment
screws on the back. Corey M. Yes, these headlights can be adjusted. Andra M. Call Now
Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement
auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding
customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help.
Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your
Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your
Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Headlight Assemblies.
We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or
Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:.
Headlight part. Quantity Sold. Shop Dodge Ram Van Headlight. Showing 1 - 4 of 4 results. Sort
by:. Part Number: LAS. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RAS. Page 1
of 1 Showing 1 - 4 of 4 results. Jan 24, Perfect match, ease to install. Martin Martin. Purchased
on Jan 11, Nov 22, Wish they were brighter. Lee Faulkner. Purchased on Nov 15, Mar 16, Great
fit. If you only need to replace the headlight and not the mounting bracket, it is easier to take the
new headlights off of the new mounting bracket and just screwed them into the existing
mounting bracket. Great fit for a Roadtrek Gave it a 4 star because there were no instructions,
had to watch youtube videos. Much easier to first take the new headlight off the mounting
bracket, because you can see how the latch bar? Then you will understand how to remove the
existing headlight where you can't see these parts. Before you remove the old headlight, park
20 ft away from a wall and mark where the center of the headlight shines, so you can align the
new headlights. Julie Neveau. Purchased on Feb 27, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources.
How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights Fortunately, there are things you can do
before heading out to reduce glare. There are also some driving habits you can develop to try to
minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check out these tips. Driving with your headlights on
at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only you and your passengers, but also the
pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the Different Types of Headlights? They are an
improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent lights used in older vehicles. For , all the
mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your headlight keeps going out
while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb. Contact Us. Phone Number
Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply
Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more information go to Manufactured from top
quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild,
repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory
part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight part.
Recommended Use. Light Source. Quantity Sold. Product Fit. Shop Dodge Ram Headlight.
Showing 1 - 15 of 39 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: SET Page 1 of 3 Showing 1 - 15 of 39 results. Featured
Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. ReplaceXL - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts that Feb 22, Good value for the right parts. Just what I needed. They were
received on time, were easy to install, and they make for a much better drive at night. Keith
Johnson. Purchased on Feb 04, Feb 20, Bright lights. Great replacement lights. Easy install.
Fast delivery. Well packed. Ella W. Feb 17, Fast se
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rvice at a great price , Arrived quickly too! William Skeen. Purchased on Feb 08, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights Fortunately,
there are things you can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also some driving
habits you can develop to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check out these
tips. Driving with your headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only you and
your passengers, but also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the Different Types
of Headlights? They are an improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent lights used in
older vehicles. For , all the mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

